HOLLY HOUSE
130 Log Cabin Road, New Brunswick, NJ 08901

If you are planning on using your GPS unit, we **strongly encourage** you to bring printed directions as campus addresses are not always accurately displayed.

FROM NJ TURNPIKE (NORTH OR SOUTH)
1. EXIT 9 (New Brunswick)
2. After Toll Booth Make RIGHT onto ROUTE 18 (NORTH)
3. Follow ROUTE 18 to ROUTE 1 (SOUTH)
4. Follow ROUTE 1 to SECOND EXIT (RYDERS LANE – EAST BRUNSWICK /MILLTOWN)
5. End of ramp merge with RYDERS LANE (GET INTO LEFT LANE)
6. Follow RYDERS LANE over ROUTE 1 bridge (STAY IN LEFT LANE)
7. Take FIRST possible LEFT (LOG CABIN ROAD)
   a. *(If you go over the second bridge with water under it, you have gone too far)*
   b. *(Go to second light and make U-Turn)*
8. Bear LEFT at the Y in the road and follow through park area
9. The Holly House will be on the right at the next intersection
10. Make a RIGHT at the intersection for the parking lot

FROM GARDEN STATE PARKWAY
- From SOUTH on the Garden State Parkway take EXIT 129 (NJ TURNPIKE - SOUTH)
- Follow NJ Turnpike direction above starting with #2
- From NORTH on the Garden State Parkway take EXIT 130 (ROUTE 1 - SOUTH)
- Once over Raritan River take THIRD EXIT (RYDERS LANE-EAST BRUNSWICK/ MILLTOWN)
- Follow NJ Turnpike directions above starting with #5

FROM ROUTE 1 (FROM SOUTH JERSEY)
- Take ROUTE 1 NORTH past the intersection of ROUTE 130
- Take SECOND EXIT past DeVry Institute (RYDERS LANE – EAST BRUNSWICK/MILLTOWN)
- STOP at the end of the exit
  *(You have to get in the left lane immediately, crossing two lanes of traffic)*
- Make LEFT onto LOG CABIN ROAD
- Follow NJ Turnpike directions above starting with #8

FROM ROUTE 287 (FROM NORTH JERSEY)
- Take ROUTE 287 SOUTH to EXIT 9 (RIVER ROAD/ROUTE 18)
- End of ramp make RIGHT onto RIVER ROAD
- Follow RIVER ROAD to junction of ROUTE 18
- Follow ROUTE 18 to junction of ROUTE 1 SOUTH(past second light)
- Take exit for ROUTE 1 SOUTH
- Follow NJ Turnpike directions above starting with #4